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Abstract

This study draws on a database of 570 community-based acute pediatric encounters in the USA and uses conversation analysis as a methodology to identify two formats physicians use to recommend non-antibiotic treatment in acute pediatric care (using a subset of 309 cases): recommendations for particular treatment (e.g., “I’m gonna give her some cough medicine.”) and recommendations against particular treatment (e.g., “She doesn’t need any antibiotics.”). The findings are that the presentation of a specific affirmative recommendation for treatment is less likely to engender parent resistance to a non-antibiotic treatment recommendation than a recommendation against particular treatment even if the physician later offers a recommendation for particular treatment. It is suggested that physicians who provide a specific positive treatment recommendation followed by a negative recommendation are most likely to attain parent alignment and acceptance when recommending a non-antibiotic treatment for a viral upper respiratory illness.
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When people seek medical attention for an illness, they are generally looking for both an explanation of the illness and for a solution to their/their child’s medical problem (Robinson, 2003). Prior research has documented that acute medical encounters typically include a phase of the interaction that is concerned with treatment (Byrne & Long, 1976; Robinson, 2003; Waitzkin, 1991). However, little attention has been paid to the ways in which treatment recommendations are formulated or to the alternative types of responses patients/parents provide to these delivery formats. Upper respiratory tract infections (i.e., colds, flu, throat, ear, or sinus infections) constitute the most common reason parents seek medical care for their children (Rotbart & Hayden, 2000). Such infections are typically either bacterial (treatable with antibiotics) or viral (treatable only symptomatically) (e.g., 84% of total sample for this study were viral or bacterial as reported in Mangione-Smith et al., 2004). Physicians and parents alike can be observed to orient to these alternations as they emerge in problem presentation and history taking (Stivers, 2000) and in the physical examination (Heritage & Stivers, 1999). Thus, the provision or denial of antibiotics is common during the treatment recommendation phase of these visits. This paper will focus on the different ways that these recommendations are formatted.

Treatment decisions in the context of pediatric upper respiratory infections (URIs) are particularly important currently. Although the US, along with many other developed nations, is facing a large-scale problem with antibiotic resistant bacteria (Baquero, Baquero-Artigao, Canton, & Garcia-Rey, 2002; McCaig & Hughes, 1995; Neu, 1992; Reichler et al., 1992; Schwartz, 1999;...
inappropriate prescribing of antibiotics for viral infections is common (Finkelstein et al., 2000; Gonzales, Malone, Maselli, & Sande, 2001; Gonzalez, Steiner, & Sande, 1997; Mainous, Hueston, & Clark, 1996; Mangione-Smith et al., in press; McCaig, Besser, & Hughes, 2002; Pennie, 1998). Inappropriate use of antibiotics has led to rapidly increasing risks of resistance among many strains of bacteria that commonly infect children and adults (Cristino, 1999; Deeks et al., 1999; Gomez et al., 1995; Nava et al., 1994; Watanabe et al., 2000). Resistant infections pose a risk not only to the individual but also to the community because those infections are more difficult to treat (Dagan, 2000; Friedland, 1995; Watanabe et al., 2000), more costly (Gums, 2002; Holmberg, Solomon, & Blake, 1987), and result in increased mortality (Feikin et al., 2000). For all of these reasons, researchers and policy makers are strongly advocating for more judicious prescribing practices (e.g., Bell, 2002; Belongia et al., 2001).

In pediatrics, 65–70% of upper respiratory tract infections are viral (Wald, Guerra, & Byers, 1991) and thus cannot be effectively treated with antibiotics (Kaiser et al., 1996; Orr, Scherer, MacDonald, & Moffatt, 1993; Todd, Todd, Damato, & Todd, 1984). However, current research shows that the prescribing rate for viral colds across populations is nonetheless still 30% (Gonzales et al., 2001). Prescribing for bronchitis and other illnesses that are typically of viral origin are estimated to be as high as 60% (Gonzales et al., 2001). Within pediatrics, between 48% and 65% of parents visiting report an expectation that their child will be given antibiotics (Hamm, Hicks, & Bemben, 1996; Mangione-Smith et al., in press; Mangione-Smith, McGlynn, Elliott, Krogsud, & Brook, 1999; Sanchez-Menegay & Stalder, 1994). Results from the National Ambulatory Medical Care Survey show that children receive 2–4 times more antibiotic prescriptions than any other patient group including the elderly (Aronoff, 1996). Thus, overuse in the pediatric population poses the greatest risk to the community as a whole.

Physicians’ continued over prescription of antibiotics appears to be strongly related to patients’ and parents’ pressure on doctors for a quick solution to their problem. Research has shown that parent pressure is commonly cited by physicians as a reason for prescribing (Barden, Dowell, Schwartz, & Lackey, 1998; Palmer & Bauchner, 1997; Schwartz, 1999; Schwartz, Freij, Ziai, & Sheridan, 1997). Several communication practices used by parents appear to be what actually constitutes “pressure” (Stivers, 2002a,b, in press; Stivers, Mangione-Smith, Elliott, McDonald, & Heritage, 2003). For instance, and of particular relevance for the present study, if a parent offers “resistance” to a non-antibiotic treatment recommendation, physicians are significantly more likely to perceive that the parent expects antibiotics (Stivers et al., 2003). In turn, when a physician perceives a parent to expect an antibiotic, they are more likely to prescribe an antibiotic even if it is not clinically appropriate (Mangione-Smith et al., in press, 1999; Vinson & Lutz, 1993).

Focusing on cases that involve the delivery of non-antibiotic treatment recommendations, this paper first identifies and examines two alternative practices through which physicians deliver their treatment recommendations: (1) recommendations for a treatment and (2) recommendations against a treatment. Second, it examines parent responses focusing on parent resistance to non-antibiotic treatment recommendations to investigate how the two formats are understood by parents. Finally, it examines apparently deviant cases to inform a claim that one recommendation format is better suited to the delivery of non-antibiotic treatment recommendations.

Data and method

The data for this study are video-taped interactions of community practice pediatricians in encounters with parents and children seeking medical attention for upper respiratory illness symptoms (sore throats, fevers, ear pain, nasal congestion, and cough). None had been given antibiotics in the prior 2 weeks. A total of 38 pediatricians from 27 pediatric practices (64% participation rate) and 540 parents and children (83% participation rate) participated in the study which took place between October 2000 and June 2001. For these analyses, I will be focusing on a subset of 309 cases where the treatment being recommended was not antibiotics. All physician and parent participants gave written informed consent. All study procedures were reviewed and approved by the UCLA General Campus Institutional Review Board (IRB).

Data were analyzed relying on conversation analysis to identify recurrent physician practices of communication and patterns of parent response to physician

---

1Here, when I refer to “resistance”, I mean “active resistance”. In the context of a physician’s recommendation for treatment, active resistance is intended to encompass behavior that not only fails to align with the physician’s recommendation—passive resistance—but also initiates a sequence of action regarding the treatment such as a challenge, queries about the effectiveness or appropriateness of the medication or about alternative treatments (Stivers, in press).

2This paper focuses only on non-antibiotic treatments in order to avoid the conflation of antibiotics and recommendation format. Since antibiotics are virtually always delivered using the format “recommendation for” and further since they are almost never resisted, the importance for understanding the differential use of formats was among non-antibiotic recommendations.
practices (for a review see Heritage, 1984b). As summarized in earlier work on these types of data (Stivers, 2002a, b), CA examines the social actions that interactants accomplish in and through interaction focusing on sequences of interaction (e.g., the delivery and reception of advice in British health visitors’ interactions with first time mothers (Heritage & Sefi, 1992), the delivery and receipt of diagnoses (Heath, 1992; Peräkylä, 1998), and the delivery and reception of bad news (Maynard, 2003) rather than restricting analyses to isolated sentences or phrases (for a full discussion see Schegloff, in press).

In examining social interaction, CA looks for patterns in the interaction which form evidence of systematic usage that can be identified as a “practice” through which people accomplish a particular social action vocally or visibly. To be identified as a practice, a particular communication behavior must be seen to be recurrent and to be routinely treated by recipients in a particular way such that it can be discriminated from related or similar practices. Central to this procedure is that analysts’ understandings of participants’ social actions can be validated through an examination of interactants’ responses. The significance of practices can be understood in terms of (1) the immediate sequences in which they occur (e.g., Pomerantz, 1984), (2) the larger activities in which they are embedded (Heritage & Sorjonen, 1994), and (3) the overall organization of the phases in the interaction (Drew & Heritage, 1992b). The latter two levels of organization are of particular significance when CA is used to analyze interaction in institutional contexts because in many of these contexts, the participants are oriented to an overarching goal/task which is often accomplished through an extended course of interaction embodying many sequences and phases (Drew & Heritage, 1992b).

Utilizing CA as a primary methodology, this study examines physician–parent interactions in detail to observe the interactional resources physicians and parents use to negotiate a decision of whether or not to prescribe antibiotics for a child with upper respiratory symptoms. The cases that will be discussed below were selected because they represent especially clear examples of the phenomena. Unless it is stated otherwise, the examples are of initial treatment recommendations. In most cases, a diagnosis may have been implied “online” through the negation of various problems (e.g., “No ear infection” while looking at the ears) (Heritage & Stivers, 1999), or it may be delivered as an account for the initial treatment recommendation.3

Analysis

Background

Stivers (in press) showed that the normative structure of the treatment recommendation activity was such that parent acceptance was due upon completion of the physician’s initial treatment recommendation. Moreover, if it was not forthcoming, physicians routinely pursued, or did interactional “work” to secure, this acceptance (see Fig. 1). Further, in the absence of any change in the physician’s treatment proposal, parents displayed that a lack of response was indeed a form of passive resistance by frequently upgrading to active resistance (see Heritage & Sefi, 1992; Stivers, in press for a discussion of passive vs. active resistance). Similar to previous work on preference structure (e.g., Pomerantz, 1984; Sacks, 1987), even a very small silence following a treatment recommendation is oriented to by physicians as indicating incipient disagreement and, not infrequently, preceded physicians’ concessions to parents (Stivers, in press).

Given the research reviewed earlier in this paper that showed resistance to be associated with physician perceptions of parent expectations for antibiotics, the question to be addressed here is whether or not the way that physicians deliver their treatment recommendations promote or retard parent resistance to the recommendation. Although prior studies that examined treatment recommendations have included both examples of treatment recommendations that are formatted for particular therapies, and those that are formatted against particular therapies as instances of treatment recommendations in acute care encounters (Byrne & Long, 1976; Robinson, 1999; Waitzkin, 1991), I will argue that there are important reasons for distinguishing between the two delivery formats.4 In what follows I will first describe the two primary recommendation formats that I have observed. Second, I will discuss what constitutes a “sufficient” treatment recommendation as evidenced by the interactions. I will argue that it is this that underlies the differential responses parents’ provide to recommendations for vs. against particular treatment. Finally, I will outline some of the implications of this

---

3 Results of quantitative analyses will be reported elsewhere.

4 Waitzkin (1991) did note that there was a difference between recommendations for and against particular treatment. With respect to differentiating between these two formats, he states that “a doctor may suggest non-intervention, which includes reassurance that the problem is not serious enough to require technical action, or a schedule of follow-up to be sure that the problem does not become worse” (p. 32). However, he does not examine the structural differences between the two formats, the implications of the formats for patient behavior, nor does he discuss the potential uses of one format vs. another. He does though show that both recommendations for and against particular treatment occur in the adult primary care context.
work for treatment recommendation delivery in primary care encounters particularly with respect to the ordering of these alternative treatment recommendation formats.

Recommendations for a particular treatment regimen

The most common delivery format for treatment recommendations is for the physician to affirmatively suggest what should be done for the patient’s problem. Of the 309 visits examined for this study, this format was used for the first recommendation in 252 cases (82%). As an example, Extract 1.

(1) 10-01-01

1 DOC: So I think he’s (just has)
2 a cold. an’ it’s just
3 making him feel kinda of
4 crummy.
5 MOM: (*Yeah.*

((10 lines not shown - expansion of diagnosis))

6 DOC: Alright, and I’ll stand
7 away from you so you don’t
8 (hafts me anymore.)
9 MOM: [Hah hah hah .h hee heh
10 DOC: -> uhm (0.2) but: uh: (; I
11 -> think thuh best thing tuh do
12 -> at this point (would/will)
13 -> jus’ be try elevating his
14 -> head at night, give him
15 -> plenty of liquids to drink.
16 DOC: -> .h. .h you c’e-. .h if you c’n
17 -> put something other- under
18 -> one end of the mattress,
19 -> so thuh whole mattress is
20 -> on uh slant or under one
21 -> one end of thuh bed, so
22 -> thuh whole bed is tilted,
23 DOC: -> .h that way his head’s up
24 -> a little bit<. That helps
25 -> thuh mucus tuh drain
26 DOC: -> better.
27 DOC: ->
28 DOC: -> for him.
29 MOM: Right.

The physician offers her diagnosis in lines 1–4. After providing some evidence for this in terms of the fever (data not shown) she outlines the treatment she recommends for the boy in lines 20–38. The physician’s recommendation is framed as a recommendation of what should be done: elevating the boy’s head at night and giving him plenty of liquids. Although there is no medication being recommended, the treatment recommendation is nonetheless formatted affirmatively. A second example is shown in Extract 2. Similar to Extract 1, here too a diagnosis of a cold was provided just previously (data not shown). The treatment begins at line 1.

(2) 15-06-01

1 DOC: -> .h. So wha- what I can do is
2 -> give her uhm .h(ml) cough
3 DOC: -> medication ‘t=has a little
4 -> bit of combination of uhm .h
5 DOC: -> decongestan:it, and also
6 DOC: -> clearing up the
7 DAD: [Oh okay.
8 DOC: -> [.h
9 DOC: -> nose, dry it up uh little
10 DOC: -> bit so .h at night she
11 can: sleep a little better.
12 DOC: .h
13 DAD: [Okay.

Similar to Extracts 1–2, here the physician affirmatively states what treatment the boy should be given: a cough medicine (lines 1–3) and a medication called Albuterol (lines 6–7). Also, like Extracts 1–2, the mother agrees to this recommendation with “Okay.” in line 13.

This paper focuses on initial treatment recommendations in large part because the provision of additional recommendations is very much a product of the interaction. While this is interesting in and of itself, here I was primarily interested in the consequence of the format of the first recommendation on immediately subsequent behavior.

6To save space, the diagnosis is not always shown.
Recommendations against treatment

In contrast to recommendations for treatment, physicians also format treatment recommendations as against particular treatment. These were much less common as an initial recommendation (n = 29). Recommendations that are formatted in this manner recommend against either a class of treatment or a particular treatment. For an example of the former, see Extract 4.

(4) 10–01–14

1 DOC: Yeah her lungs sound great.
2       (0.5)
3 DOC: ... I'm pretty sure this is all just viral.
4       (.)
5 DOC: What will do is uh culture=
6     ... [Okay.
7 DOC: =of her throat just to be uh hundr'd percent sure:
8                   [Okay.)
9   --> [but I don't think we need to=
10   --> [Okay.]
11 DOC: --> =put her on any medicat(ion_
12     [Okay.

Similar to Extract 1, here the physician moves from a diagnosis in lines 1/3–4 to a test recommendation (lines 6/8) and to her treatment recommendation “I don't think we need to put her on any medication...” (lines 10/12). In contrast to the affirmative recommendation, here the physician announces what she recommends against (“any medication”) rather than asserting what should be done. And, this is treated as complete by the parent at line 13 with “Okay”.

Although physicians do recommend against larger classes of treatment, at least in the context of pediatric upper respiratory symptoms, it is more common that they recommend against particular medications, and antibiotics are the most common treatment that is recommended against. For instance, see Extract 5.

(5) 15–06–07

1 DOC: --> But in the meanti::me no:
2 DOC: antibiotics or anything yet.
3 DOC: Okay?,
4 MOM: Yeah.

In lines 1–2, the physician names antibiotics using that as an instantiation of medication that is unnecessary at this time (with “or anything”). Also note that when acceptance of the treatment recommendation is not immediately forthcoming after line 2, it is pursued by the physician in line 3. This displays, at minimum, the doctor’s orientation to the treatment having been completed at line 2. That said, it is quite common for physicians to address both what is and what is not needed for treatment in the course of an interaction. However, it is most common for physicians to address what is not needed prior to what is needed. That is, in 24/29 cases in which physicians stated an initial recommendation against particular treatment there was a subsequent recommendation for treatment. By contrast, when a physician initially recommends for particular treatment, it is relatively infrequent that they go on to provide a recommendation against particular treatment (20/252).

This might suggest that recommendations against particular treatment are part of a larger structure that includes both a negative component and a positive component. This sort of a structure does exist but is quite rare, see Extract 6.

(6) 17–08–10

1 DOC: There isn’t a lot we can do_
2 DOC: <We can make him more comfortable that’s s- [sh-
3   ... [Mm hm,]
4 DOC: But there’s no antibiotic
5   --> [that’s gonna touch it.
6 MOM: Right.

Here, the physician projects an affirmative treatment recommendation with “we can make him more comfortable” but goes on to deliver a recommendation against antibiotics. This recommendation format differs from the primary formats because it specifically is built to deal with both what is being recommended against and what is being recommended for in a single turn at talk. In part this is accomplished through the prosody which, although vulnerable to talk following “comfortable”, is not built for turn transfer until the end of line 6. This is not how recommendations are typically delivered (Stivers, in press).

Rather than being built from the outset as a multi-component turn, both recommendations for particular treatment and recommendations against particular treatment are generally built as discrete units of talk. We saw some evidence for this in the cases examined thus far where the parent treated recommendation against treatment as complete (Extract 4) and doctor treated the recommendation against treatment as completed (Extract 5). Further, there appears to be an orientation by both parents and physicians to the relevance of uptake of the treatment recommendation at unit completion whether that recommendation is for or against a particular treatment (Stivers, in press). This leaves a question as to why recommendations against particular treatment are so commonly followed by recommendations for treatment. In short, the answer appears to be that this is because differential formats of

---

7 Note that the total number of recommendations for and against do not equal 309 because (1) physicians do not always offer a treatment recommendation, and (2) there were some cases where the format was not clearly of either variety.

8 Even when the term physicians use is “medicine”, “medication”, or “treatment”, this is often understood (at least in this medical context) to mean antibiotics (Stivers, 2000).

9 Sudafed (over-the-counter) or prescription asthma medications are other things that are recommended against in this data set.
uptake by parents following the alternative types of treatment recommendations. However, a full analysis of this will follow in subsequent sections.

As an initial illustration, see Extract 7. Here, we see a case where, following problematic uptake to a treatment recommendation against antibiotics, the doctor claims to have planned to discuss recommendations for other treatment. However, because the initial recommendation is hearably complete syntactically and prosodically after line 4, response is due. The father appears to be moving towards an aligning response (line 6).

(7) 38–34–05

| 1 | DOC: | I think we’re in good shape here. |
| 2 | | I don’t think he needs |
| 3 | antibiotics, cause (0.5) |
| 4 | it wouldn’t work. |
| 5 | BOY: | I can’t eat or anything though. |
| 6 | DAD: | [That’s what I took—] |
| 7 | DOC: | What? |
| 8 | BOY: | I can’t I have like uh (swell)= |
| 9 | DAD: | [yuh see—] |
| 10 | BOY: | =my spit but it hurts. |
| 11 | DOC: | Okay well we’re re- re (.) get tuh |
| 12 | | that in uh minute ok? | |
| 13 | DOC: | To how to help you with that. |

But before this is even begun, the boy resists the treatment recommendation (line 5). In line 8, the boy further resists the doctor’s prior treatment recommendation by offering a complaint. In this environment, offering a complaint hearably treats the problem he came in with as unsolved by the treatment recommendation that has been given. It is in this way that it resists the recommendation. Although the next section will explore resistance more fully, here note only that the doctor responds to the boy’s resistance with a defense of his prior treatment recommendation as incomplete by referring to his plan to “get to that in uh minute”. This case is interesting because we have the doctor’s claim to a planned discussion of both what he recommends against and for. However, because the initial recommendation is delivered as a discrete turn, no second component has been projected and thus, this recommendation can be taken up—with or without resistance—in its own right at this moment. Here, the physician does remedial work to deal with the boy’s response to his treatment recommendation—to retroactively claim it was only a first recommendation. But note that this is the problem faced by the participants at each juncture of a treatment recommendation. The doctor may be complete and acceptance is due. If it is not forthcoming, this frequently shapes what happens subsequently.

As will be discussed further in the next section, parent responses differ depending on the format of the treatment recommendation. This is particularly consequential because the type of response a recommendation receives can shape how the physician proceeds with the visit (e.g., whether the treatment recommendation is continued and in what way it continues).

Parent resistance to recommendations against particular treatment

One behavior which has been shown to be highly consequential for whether or not a child receives antibiotics inappropriately or not is whether or not the parent resists a treatment recommendation (Stivers et al., 2003). Parent resistance is more common following recommendations against particular treatment. As mentioned earlier, physicians are oriented to the relevance of parent acceptance following the initial treatment recommendation. If none is forthcoming, and particularly if a treatment recommendation is met with active resistance (e.g., a challenge or query), physicians will do work to secure parent acceptance. As indicated in Fig. 1, often this work takes the form of alterations in the treatment plan, contingency plans for future treatment, reversals in treatment decisions (Stivers, in press) and leads to higher rates of inappropriate prescribing (Stivers et al., 2003). Thus, parent resistance is a particularly problematic response in this context, see Extract 8.

(8) 32–28–03

| 1 | DOC: | I think from what you’ve |
| 2 | | told me (0.2) that this is |
| 3 | | probably uh kind of |
| 4 | | (0.2) virus infection, |
| 5 | DAD: | [uh huh, |
| 6 | DOC: | (0.4) that I don’t think |
| 7 | | antibiotics will kill, |
| 8 | | (0.2) |
| 9 | DAD: | → | Well- [[]] |
| 10 | DOC: | [Thee other—] |
| 11 | DOC: | >Go=ahead < |
| 12 | DAD: | → | Yeah. ( ) I had it- I |
| 13 | | → | had thuh symp[toms] |
| 14 | DOC: | | [I understand. |
| 15 | DAD: | → | Three weeks ago. |
| 16 | DOC: | [Right. |
| 17 | DAD: | → | [.hh An:d I’ve been taking |
| 18 | | → | thuh over the counter |
| 19 | | → | cough [[] ] |
| 20 | DAD: | [Good—] |
| 21 | DAD: | → | Uh s- ( ) coughing syrup, |
| 22 | | → | Nothing take away .hh |
| 23 | | → | Especially my sor— my |
| 24 | | → | [th— my throat was rgal= |
| 25 | DOC: | | [Mm hm |
| 26 | DAD: | → | =sore [for (while— et—)= |
| 27 | DOC: | [Uh huh |
| 28 | DAD: | → | =(that) wisek. |
| 29 | DOC: | “Right,” |
| 30 | DAD: | → | anid (.) I start taking |
| 31 | | → | thuh antibiotic (0.5) |
| 32 | INF: | eh he (cry)) |
| 33 | DAD: | → | Yesterday. |
| 34 | DOC: | [Right. |
| 35 | DAD: | → | And it (.) seemed to take |
| 36 | | → | care of the problem. |
| 37 | DOC: | [Well] that’s why we’re= |
| 38 | DAD: | [( ) |
| 39 | DOC: | =doin’ a throat [culture. |
| 40 | DAD: | → | [Yeah. |
| 41 | DOC: | is TUH SEE if they need |
| 42 | antibiotics. | |
Here, following the diagnosis (lines 1–4), the physician offers a recommendation against antibiotics (lines 6–7). The parent does not immediately accept the recommendation (line 8), and then he begins active resistance. “Well” as in Extract 4, acts as a pre-disagreement token (Pomerantz, 1984). Following the physician’s “>Go=a head, <” (line 11), the father continues with active resistance in lines 12–13/15/17–19/21–24/26/28/30–31/33/35–36. This constitutes resistance because across this stretch of talk, the father builds a case for why antibiotics—the treatment the physician recommended against—may be effective: they were effective in treating a similar illness that the father recently had.

A second case is shown in Extract 9. Here, the physician offers a recommendation against antibiotics in lines 1–2. She pursues agreement to this proposal in line 4, and receives this in line 5. However, immediately following the agreement, the mother inquires about further testing of the child which the doctor agrees with. Although the sequence is possibly closed at this point, and the physician initiates a move to closing in lines 12/14 with an inquiry to the child about the visit not being “so scary,” in overlap, the mother initiates active resistance (lines 13/15).

In line 15, the mother begins her turn with another inquiry about future action: “Should we bring her in?” This is then immediately accounted for. This account constitutes resistance because it claims that the child is ill but also reflects the mother’s own stance that the child should be brought in. This counters the recommendation the physician has just made which is against treatment despite the physician’s recommendation for further testing. The physician addresses the mother’s action as resistance by re-starting an investigation of the child’s illness.

As mentioned earlier, it is not only how but also whether a parent responds that shapes whether and how physicians continue with treatment recommendations. For instance, see Extract 10.

Here, the physician offers a recommendation against antibiotics in lines 2–4. It is only following a lack of uptake of this recommendation that a recommendation for other treatment is offered (lines 6–8). This pattern comprised the majority of the cases where a recommendation against treatment was followed by a recommendation for particular treatment.

What has been shown here is two-fold. First, when treatment recommendations are delivered negatively, resistance is more frequently engendered. One analysis that physicians appear to have as the basis for parent resistance is a lack of an affirmative or “sufficient” treatment recommendation. This is evidenced in that one-way physicians deal with a lack of uptake, or passive resistance, is to offer a recommendation for treatment. That this is a large component of what patients treat as comprising a sufficient treatment recommendation will be discussed in the next section.

Treatment recommendations: orientations to what is sufficient

Patients in the acute care context display an orientation to receiving a treatment recommendation as a relevant next activity following a diagnosis delivery (Robinson, 1999, 2003). One type of evidence for this is that when treatment is not immediately forthcoming, patients will pursue a treatment recommendation. In these data, this pattern is also present: parents ask about and thus pursue a treatment recommendation if no treatment recommendation is offered. However, more prominent is that some treatment recommendations are proposed by physicians but are responded
to by parents as though they are insufficient. Thus, the absence of a treatment recommendation may be part of a larger normative orientation by parents to the relevance of having a sufficient treatment recommendation offered by physicians. This section will be concerned with providing evidence in support of this claim.

A treatment recommendation is generally treated as insufficient (not in the sequential sense but in the sense of providing a “solution”) if it (1) fails to provide an affirmative action step, (2) is non-specific, or (3) minimizes the significance of the problem. By contrast, a sufficient treatment recommendation asserts a specific next action step affirmatively and treats it as a wholly legitimate recommendation thereby treating the patient’s problem as legitimate. All cases of recommendations against antibiotics fail to provide an affirmative next action step, and for this reason they are more likely to be resisted. Evidence that it is an affirmative action step that is at issue can be seen in that parents pursue this dimension of treatment following recommendations against particular treatment. For instance, see Extract 11. Here, following a recommendation against an antibiotic (lines 8–9), the parent inquires about a medication that she can provide (lines 14–16).

(11) 32-27-08
1  DOC: .hh So: I think it’s just
2   () one uh thuh (.)
3   things: kids get one
4   thing after another
5  sometimes,
6  MOM: M[kay.
7  DOC: [Nothing serious here,
8  DOC: .hh Nothing that I can see
9  that an antibiotic would
10  help,
11  MOM: Okay;
12  ()
13  DOC: [Uh:m
14  MOM: -- [So uh:m () should I
15  continue with thuh
16  DOC: TYLENOL? or
17  DOC: TYLENOl if he’s
18  uncomforatable.
19  ()
20  DOC: [With fgver ‘n (0.2)=
21  MOM: ((‘kay)
22  DOC: headache. or anything
23  [like that.
24  MOM: {(Okay.)

Although in some cases parents can be observed to actively advocate for antibiotics (Stivers, 2002a), in other cases resistance and other such behaviors may be rooted in a concern for receiving specific treatment. In this case, we can observe that the parent does not resist the lack of an antibiotic per se, but displays her concern and thus the root of this resistance to be the lack of an affirmative next action step. Also note that she does not resist the lack of a prescription since Tylenol is an over-the-counter recommendation. Rather, she pursues a concrete affirmative recommendation.

Another example is shown in Extract 12. After the physician recommends against an over-the-counter cold medication (lines 1–4), the mother inquires about another form of non-prescription treatment that she could offer her daughter (lines 11–12).

(12) 17-08-02
1  DOC: --> Uh::m o- nl-
2  --> unfortunately we probably
3  --> can’t give her stuff .hh
4  --> like Sudafed.
5  ()
6  DOC: Because that’d crank her
7  blood pressure up_ an’t we don’t need that.
8  MOM: Right.
9  (1.0)
10  MOM: --> Okay: so give her
11  --> Tylenol?,=
12  DOC: =Yeah.
13  DOC: (0.2)
14  DOC: for discomfort.

Again, the parent displays her concern to be not with the denial of Sudafed or with the non-recommendation of antibiotics but rather with what she can do for her child. As a final example, return to Extract 9. There, following a recommendation against antibiotics (lines 1–3), the mother inquires about a further diagnostic test (lines 6–7). Similar to asking about medications, asking about a test suggests that the mother is seeking an affirmative next action step. Note too that in all cases, the parents’ questions are designed to prefer a “yes” answer, and thus to prefer the proposal of an affirmative course of action.10

Parents thus appear to be oriented not only to the relevance of receiving a treatment recommendation, but more specifically to receiving an affirmative next action step. Thus, parents appear oriented to a minimally sufficient treatment recommendation as necessarily including such an action step and without an affirmative next action step, parents treat the recommendation as insufficient. Recommendations against particular treatments, like the examples

10 For an overview of preference in conversation see Heritage (1984a, b).
shown earlier in this section, address the issue of necessary treatment for the child, but fail to propose an affirmative next action step and are problematic because they fail to adequately address their child’s treatment.

Physicians can also be seen to be concerned about offering affirmative action steps for parents. For instance, see Extract 13. Here, the physician orients to “treatment” as not beginning until after he recommends against antibiotics.

(13) 38-34-12

DOC: .hh Which is goo:d that
means that she doesn’t
need any antibiotics.
(.)

DOC: because this is probably,
(.) caused by uh virus,

MOM: [Mm hh,

DOC: =kng:w antibiotics don’t
kill viruses. [so-

MOM: [Mm hh,

DOC: (.h uh hh and this is– (p)/
(.h ug lotta kids this,

MOM: [(i’s) pretty common=;

DOC: -> =so .hh treatm

MOM: [Mm hh,

DOC: <- =so .hh treatment will be:

You know medicine-

that’re gonna make her
comfortable and treat her
symptoms. so .hh you c’d
get her medicine that’s
gonna make her nose less
stuffy an’ “make it” less
runny, an’ uh medicine

for thuh cough?,

DOC: .hh An:id=uh you know

MOM: (Just over thuh

DOC: jis-

MOM: [Just over thuh

DOC: Over thuh counter_ yeah,

DOC: I have some here_ I’ll-

MOM: fOkay,f

Here, although the doctor recommends against antibiotics in lines 1–3/5–7/9–10, he does not orient to that as “treatment”. Rather, he contrasts that component and his recommendation for treatment with “Treatment will be: ...” (line 16). In this way, he differentiates between recommendations for and against a treatment.

Another example is shown in Extract 14. Here, having provided a diagnosis of a viral infection (line 1) and discussion of the mouth pain the child has been having (lines 2–8/10–12), the doctor indicates that there is no treatment when he states that the illness is “usually = h s:elf limited_” (lines 16–17).11

(14) 16-13-15

DOC: It’s a virus infection,

DOC: They get blisters in– in

thuh wmu:th an’ on thuh–

(.) an’.hh thay get it on

th’ gums (0.5) But thuh


gums are irrigated right
around where thuh teeth

are coming through.

MOM: Mm hh,

DOC: So uh: h .hh hh(heh a(h)n

(h)uts) And it is painful

you know;

MOM: Yeah: h(e started: crying=

DOC: [ u h : .h h

MOM: [(But it’s usually=h s:elf

limited_

MOM: [uh:

DOC: --> "question is what else we
could do:"

DOC: --> (We:)/(Thee: ) uh [hh

MOM: [Well

DOC: => she gave me this on

=> Saturday an’ like .h Tyler

=> put it on him?, (. That’s

=> why he’s ( [ )

DOC: [Oh this

DOC: is thuh litocaine.

With no immediate uptake by the parent at line 18, the physician then initiates a sotto voce search for affirmative treatment recommendations with “‘Question is what else we could do:’” (lines 19–20), and an initiation of a possible recommendation (line 21). In response, the mother collaborates with the physician’s search for a recommendation for particular treatment initiating a discussion of the medication provided by another physician the previous weekend (lines 22–26), and this is subsequently endorsed by the physician (data not shown). Such explicit orientations by physicians to the difference between the two formats for treatment recommendations are unusual in these data. However, as was discussed earlier, it is relatively uncommon, with the constellation of symptoms typically present in these visits, for a physician to offer only a recommendation against treatment and no additional recommendations. That is, if a physician offers a recommendation against a treatment, he/she typically also provides a recommendation for a treatment. But when the recommendation for a treatment is offered second, it is often the case that it has been interactionally generated (e.g., often by passive parent resistance) or is vulnerable to being heard that way (i.e., as a concession to a parent) as outlined earlier.

This section has shown that parents are concerned with treatments being sufficient and that one source of

11This is not a case of recommending against but is a case of no treatment (yet). It is shown here to illustrate the physician’s orientation to the importance of an affirmative action step.
insufficiency is the failure to provide an affirmative next action step. We observed that recommendations against a treatment generally fail on this dimension. We can now return to observe how parents respond to recommendations for particular treatments before returning to the other dimensions of treatment recommendation sufficiency.

Parent responses to recommendations for particular treatments

Among treatment recommendations for non-antibiotic treatment, recommendations for particular treatments are generally less likely to be resisted. For example, see Extract 15.

(15) 15-06-14
1   DOC:    Looks like he has a cold, =h
2   DOC:    it’s just uh virus, not uh
3   bacteria, =h is his lungs sound
4   really good, =’it’s just .h
5   all irritation up here;
6   DOC:    (and)/(that) he’s coughing
7   thuh-.h throat looks uh
8   little red, but there’s
9   no pus or anything;
10  DOC:    .hh ear is just uh little
11   (. ) slightly pi:nk and .h
12   it’s uh combination for
13   with thuh stuffy nose=se
14   1-> .hh so=we have=to .h clear
15   1-> thuh nose.
16  DOC:    ya know like ((exhaling
17   noise))/ (0.2)
18   1-> reduce thuh congestions
19   that will help him uh lot.
20   1hh
21  DOC:    [hh
22  DAD:   => [Okay,<=
23  DOC:    2-> =An’ I’m gonna give you
24   some cough medicine that
25   2-> has some decongestant in it.
26  BOY:    ((whispering))/ ((DAD nods))
27  DAD:   => M[kay].
28  DOC:    [That will help him out.

Here, following a diagnosis of a cold (lines 1–2) and the explication of the evidence for that diagnosis (lines 3–14), the physician goes on to affirmatively recommend non-antibiotic treatment: cough medicine. Besides being formatted affirmatively, the physician also formats her recommendation specifically—she recommends a type of cough medicine (lines 23–25). Earlier I mentioned that specificity was the second criteria of a sufficient treatment recommendation. Although the cough medicine may or may not turn out to be prescription, what appears to be important for whether or not resistance is likely to be engendered is that the recommendation is both specific and for a concrete next action step. Here, the cough medicine is not named, but the physician states that she is “gonna give you some” and specifies that it has “some decongestant in it”. Both of these aspects of the turn indicate that she has in mind a particular medication and in this way she is being specific in her recommendation. This is subsequently accepted both visibly (line 26) and verbally (line 27).

A similar example was shown in Extract 1. Earlier we saw that the physician diagnosed a cold and recommended elevation and fluids in an affirmative formatted treatment recommendation. The physician’s treatment recommendation offers the parent concrete affirmative action steps. Although she slightly minimizes her recommendation with “just” in line 23, in general, her recommendation is formulated as an unmitigated positive announcement of what needs to be done in spite of the fact that the recommendation does not involve antibiotics. There is a moment of delay in acceptance (line 37) that leads to the physician’s use of an increment to recomplete the recommendation (line 38) (Schegloff, 2000), but there is both acknowledgment at line 39 and full acceptance following the (possibly) responsive explanation of the illness and justification for the treatment (data not shown). A similar case is shown here in Extract 16.

(16) 10-01-15
1   DOC:    If her umh if her cough: does
2   really become croupy tonight,
3   (0.4) just be sure you use
4   the coo- in fact you can use
5   cool mist hu=midifier anyway=
6   MOM:   [*Okay, */ ((nodding))
7   DOC:    =in the room.
8   DOC:    That will help her feel more
9   comfortable.
10  MOM:   [(nodes)]
11  DOC:    Keep thuh nose open.
12  MOM:   Okay.

Here, again, the physician delivers her treatment recommendation beginning in line 1. It is initially projected as a conditional with “if” but this is revised in line 4 with “in fact” and then in line 5 with “anyway”. The recommendation is affirmative and specific—a cool mist humidifier.

In the last three cases we discussed, physicians satisfy the conditions outlined earlier for a sufficient treatment recommendation: They are affirmative, specific, non-minimized treatment recommendation. Because recommendations for treatment by definition satisfy the criteria of being affirmative, this may explain why they are less likely to be resisted. When recommendations for treatment are resisted, they typically fail on one of the latter two dimensions. That is, they typically either involve a vague/non-specific treatment recommendation or the physician minimizes either or both the child’s
diagnosis and/or the treatment recommendation. For example return to Extract 13. There, the physician recommended against antibiotics and for medicine for the girl’s stuffy nose, cough, and fever. However, he failed to offer any specific treatment recommendation. At lines 31–32, the mother resists the recommendation with “just over the counter?,”. In response, the physician offers to “check off my favorites for you,” and goes on to provide a specific treatment plan. This revision is accepted by the parent (line 39) providing evidence that a physician’s specificity is important to parents in their orientation to what constitutes a sufficient treatment recommendation.

The third dimension of whether a treatment recommendation is sufficient is minimization. Heritage & Robinson (in press) shows that patients are concerned to have their medical visits treated by physicians as legitimate and display concern with this dimension in the way that they present their problems. This issue can also be observed in the way that patients respond to history taking questions (Stivers, 2000). In the treatment recommendation phase of the visit, offering prescription treatment such as antibiotics is one way that physicians treat patients as correct in having sought medical attention. They legitimize their visit through the prescription of medication. Offering no treatment is, conversely, understandable as delegitimizing the visit. In the context of URIs we have been discussing, physicians are vulnerable to being heard as delegitimizing the patient’s visit when they do not prescribe antibiotics. However, when a treatment is affirmatively and specifically recommended, this may do work to counter this problem. By contrast, when physicians generalize to “whatever your favorite cough medicine is” or orient to the treatment as minimal or arbitrary, this creates or perhaps intensifies the problem parents face when the physician offers no treatment recommendation or recommends against a particular treatment. That is, with a minimized or vague treatment plan physicians both delegitimize the patient’s visit and fail to provide a specific action step.

For instance, see Extract 17. Here, the physician does not initially receive acceptance when he recommends against antibiotics. He proceeds to recommend Robitussin affirmatively, but he presents his overall recommendation in a downgraded manner with “just”. In contrast with the Extract 1 where one component of the treatment was downgraded, here the “just” downgrades and minimizes the entire recommendation. The recommendation here implies a contrast between stronger treatment and Robitussin thereby treating his recommendation of Robitussin as a minimal sort of treatment. The passive resistance in line 7 is addressed by the physician with one account for the lack of uptake—that the parent has tried this medicine already and found it to be inadequate.

\begin{verbatim}
(17) 15-12-13
1 DOC: She probably doesn’t need antibiotics.
2 DOC: I mean uh: most of these are viral.
3 DOC: -> .h uhm hh .h I’d- just give
4 -> her Robitussin,
5 -> (0.7)
6 DOC: -> Have you- (.) given her any
7 -> of that,
8 MOM: [Uhm I’ve given
9 -> her the Tylenol: an’ stuff
10 -> but .h she just seems so
11 -> uncomfortable when she
12 -> (.)
13 DOC: [Uh huh_
14 MOM: -> I feel like I need to give
15 -> her something uh little bit
16 DOC: Ygah .h Right. well I-
17 (.) she definitely needs
18 cough medicine t uh thin out
19 thuh mucus.
20 DOC: so that when she does cough
21 (that) it’ll come up;
22 (0.5)
23 DOC: .h [an’ then-
24 MOM: [And then her congestion?
25 DOC: Pard’n me,
26 MOM: => Also her congestion.
27 (.)
28 DOC: Yeah.
29 (.)
30 DOC: => Well. .hh they have uh
31 -> Robitussin PE: that
32 (could-)
33 MOM: ((Rushing [child])
34 DOC: => [take care of that.
35 MOM: => Oh okay.
\end{verbatim}

In response, the mother resists the treatment by asserting that her daughter is uncomfortable and needs “something a little bit” which idiomatically suggests that the likely next term was “stronger”. The physician responds to the parent’s resistance by agreeing that cough medicine is necessary, but he does not provide a specific responsive recommendation that indicates an upgrade on his prior recommendation. The mother then again resists the treatment by inquiring about treatment for her daughter’s other symptom: congestion. With this inquiry, similar to other examples shown earlier, the mother conveys her perception that the physician’s prior suggestion was insufficient. In response, the physician offers a specific recommendation “Robitussin PE” (lines 32–33), and this is accepted with “Oh okay.” in line 37.

Thus far we have observed that physicians deliver non-antibiotic treatment recommendations as either for a treatment or against a treatment. We further observed that recommendations against a treatment were more likely to engender resistance. This was accounted for because this format fails to provide parents with an affirmative next action step as a solution to their child’s problem. This was argued to be one key component to whether a recommendation was sufficient or not. We further observed that recommendations for a treatment
could fail to be sufficient if they were non-specific or minimized the treatment.

Treatment recommendation formats: implications for health care practitioners

Given the above analyses, the puzzle may be how to deliver treatment recommendations at all. One option would be for physicians to always format their recommendations for treatment, never recommending against particular treatments. If negatively formatted treatment recommendations are more likely to engender parent resistance, perhaps there is no reason for them to be used at all. However, prior research suggests that physicians are more likely to recommend against antibiotics following particular parent behaviors that indicate they are seeking antibiotics such as offering a bacterial candidate diagnosis (Stivers, 2002b). In such contexts, recommending against antibiotics is an inter- actionally responsive, and thus potentially validating, behavior.

Also, when recommending against an antibiotic, physicians often provide an account for this recommendation. In doing so, physicians at the very least convey that they considered prescribing it and decided against it—something which may reassure parents who were concerned about the necessity of an antibiotic. In some cases, following a recommendation against particular treatment, physicians go on to explicitly provide education about why they are not prescribing the antibiotic. For instance, see Extract 18.

After offering his diagnosis in lines 1/3–4/6–7, the physician recommends against antibiotics (lines 8–9). The physician then provides a rationale for this recommendation: “they wouldn’t work anyway against this” (lines 10–11). Embedded in his rationale is “any- way” which treats a negotiation of antibiotics as somewhat pointless in the sense that although he is recommending against antibiotics, even if he provided them, they would not work for this illness. In response, the parent agrees and references a poster about antibiotics for viral illnesses that is on the wall of the examination room (lines 14–15/18).

Thus, recommendations against antibiotics provide physicians with a resource for communicating two important issues: (1) that their treatment recommendations for the children’s problems are responsive to the parents’ concerns of whether antibiotics were necessary; and (2) when antibiotics may not be appropriate in the treatment of upper respiratory tract infections.

Although specific interactions make relevant particular responsive behavior, in these data, physicians appeared most likely to secure parent acceptance and minimize parent resistance when they first offered a specific affirmatively formatted treatment recommendation. Although acceptance did not always follow immediately, physicians were more likely to secure acceptance following these recommendations. Among cases with parent acceptance and little or no resistance, recommendations against a treatment were typically positioned shortly after the recommendation for a treatment. For instance, see Extract 19 (the earlier portion was shown as Extract 15).

Here, as noted earlier, the physician first offers a specific treatment plan (see arrows 1 and 2) and secures agreement (see double arrows). Following that, she recommends against antibiotics (lines 37–38). In this position, the father positively assesses this recommendation (line 39), and the visit directly proceeds out of the activity of treatment recommendation.

A further argument for positioning recommendations against treatment as a second treatment proposal is that recommendations against antibiotics may serve as a further resource for the physician to advocate for their non-antibiotic treatment proposal. For instance, see
In this case, the physician implies no treatment with “it gets better with time” (lines 7–8). This is minimally accepted with a lowered volume “Okay.” (line 10). The low volume and the delay prior to the acknowledgment suggest hesitancy on the part of the parent, and it may be in response to this that the physician then shifts to more specific and affirmative treatment recommendations (lines 13–15/17/19/21–22). However, the mother does not accept any of the suggested treatment recommendation. Note that there is no active resistance from the mother, but she withholds alignment with any of the proposals (Stivers, in press). In line 21, the physician prefaces his possibly final recommendation with “and” and brings the list to strong final intonation; but acceptance is still not forthcoming from the mother. Here, he recompletes his recommendation in line 24 with “That’s all.” which pursues parent uptake. In response, the parent offers a slightly delayed and minimal head nod. But following pursuit of a more overt acceptance in line 27 with “Okay?,” the parent offers nothing.

At this point the physician recommends against antibiotics (lines 29–30) and further states that it could make the child’s illness worse (lines 33–34). Here, the mother seeks confirmation of one component of his recommendation and displays an orientation to the positively formatted recommendations that had been offered as she requests clarification of “the liquids” (lines 36/38). Here, we see that by invoking antibiotics, the physician may be able to address an underlying problem the parent has with the proposed treatment. That antibiotics are being oriented to as the barrier to activity closure is further evidenced by the physician’s additional work to point out to the parent that in fact she is getting better without having taken antibiotics (lines 37/40–42). Thus, here, following an affirmative treatment recommendation, the recommendation against antibiotics does not engender resistance but may display the physician to have completed his recommendation and thus provide the physician with a resource for securing closure of the activity and of the visit.

This section thus proposes that when interactional circumstances support such an ordering, parents may be most receptive to non-antibiotic treatment recommendations when they are delivered such that specific recommendations for treatment are offered first followed by recommendations against particular treatment.

Discussion

This paper examined alternative practices that physicians have for delivering their treatment recommendations. Two main practices were identified for recommending treatment: either recommending for or against a medication. Parent behavior in response to these alternative delivery formats suggests several important points: (1) parents display an orientation to the relevance of an affirmative and specific treatment recommendation whether or not a recommendation against a particular treatment has been offered; (2) parents are more likely to resist a recommendation against particular treatment; and (3) parents are more likely to resist non-specific treatment recommendations even if offered affirmatively. These findings are significant because prior research has shown that when parents actively resist non-antibiotic treatment recommendations, physicians are more likely to perceive them as expecting antibiotics and consequently are more likely to inappropriately prescribe antibiotics (Mangione-Smith et al., 1999; Stivers et al., 2003). This paper
further showed that although recommendations that were formatted as against particular treatment were problematic in terms of engendering more parent resistance, they offered physicians a resource for (1) displaying responsiveness to earlier parent concerns about the need for particular medication; and (2) educating parents about when antibiotics are inappropriate and why. Thus, this paper suggests that physicians who offer specific, positively formulated treatment plans are more likely to secure parent acceptance, and following recommendations for a treatment, recommendations against a treatment are less likely to be interactionally problematic and can be useful both interactionally and for health education purposes.

This study is part of a growing tradition in communication and sociology which uses conversation analytic methods to identify physician and patient communication patterns that are recurrent and to analyze them for their function in the provider–patient interactional context (see Drew & Heritage, 1992a; Heritage & Maynard, in press for examples of such contributions). CA methods are particularly well suited to analyzing practitioner–patient behavior because they focus on how a current action embodies a type of reasoning and is visibly used and relied on by the participants. In this way, the imposition of analyst derived categories on interactional data is strictly resisted.

This methodology also lends itself well to subsequent quantitative investigations which attempt to test communication behavior associations with one another (Stivers, 2002b) or which test communication behavior associations with exogenous variables such as questionnaire responses (e.g., Mangione-Smith, Stivers, Elliott, McDonald, & Heritage, 2003; Stivers et al., 2003) because CA methodology mandates a very precise operationalization of communication practices. Thus, as mentioned earlier, any coding of physician or parent/patient behavior is done in such a way that it is true to the interactional reality of the participants rather than analytic constructs that may not be relevant for the participants. In this case, this reliance on participant behavior revealed a differential analysis of recommendations for and against particular treatment that can be used to inform medical goals of decreasing parent resistance and inappropriate antibiotic prescribing.

Coupled with quantitative methods, future studies should test associations between these different treatment recommendation delivery formats and such exogenous variables as parent satisfaction and inappropriate antibiotic prescribing. Also, future studies will need to test the hypothesis ventured here that physicians who design their treatment recommendations in such an order that affirmative specific recommendations for treatment preceded recommendations against particular treatment will be less likely to inappropriately prescribe antibiotics for viral upper respiratory tract infections.
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